CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

NEMO LEARNING EXCHANGE
to the

Finnish Museums Association

!
APPLY NOW

Date: 27  28 April 2020 & Place: Helsinki, Finland
Facilitator: Finnish Museums Association
Learn more about the Finnish Museums and the Finnish Museums Association.
Special themes:
 economic impact of museums
 museums strategic management
 Museum card as a tool for museums success
 Finnish museum law and museum policy
The Learning exchange includes visits in the National gallery, National museums, ministry of culture and
education and department of museology in Helsinki university.

APPLY UNTIL: 2 MARCH 2020
REQUIREMENTS FOR APPLICANTS
If you would like to apply for the exchange, please send the following documents to NEMO’s office at office@nemo.org:




Proof of NEMO membership or recommodation letter from a NEMO member
Letter of motivation and expectation (max. 1 page) and your CV

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
The leading principle of NEMO's member activities is network empowerment. NEMO provides a platform for professional
development, offering opportunities for the exchange of ideas and promoting discourse among museum organisation
colleagues across Europe. The aim of the Learning Exchange is to increase practical knowledge and benefit from the
experience of fellow members while strengthening crossborder collaboration. The Learning Exchanges are free of charge
only for NEMO members, subsequent to a successful application. Up to 8 participants will be reimbursed their travel,
accommodation and subsistence costs through a lump sum/flat rate of 600 Euro. The sum can only be transferred after
the Learning Exchange and with a proof of participation and a submitted feedback of the activity.
Nonmembers can participate for a fee of 250 Euro for NEMO activities.
The selection process will be carried out by NEMO’s executive board and the hosting organisation.
The selection of the participants receiving the grant is made according to a) their profile and b) how often the organisation
they are coming from has benefitted from NEMO’s grants already.

